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This paper describes a method to create a high-resolution augmented reality 
viewer. The method utilizes four main beam splitters and four sub reflector 
systems. Each of the four reflector systems will combine and focus the images 
projected using four small video displays. All the four reflector systems will perform 
this mechanism to effectively combine in total sixteen small video screen 
projections. These sixteen combined video projections will be projected to the four 
main beam splitters where it will be oriented towards the user’s eye in ways that 
will depend on the directions from where the projections were received. Effectively 
the user of this device will be able to experience the focused combined projection 




• Main beam splitter 
• Sub reflector system 
• Video projections 
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Augmented reality has applications in many areas. One major concern in this realm 
is the screen door effect. The screen door effect is caused by the pixels on the 
display becoming visible and distinguishable from neighboring pixels. This 
diminishes the realistic virtual experience. This effect can be reduced or even 
eliminated if a resolution of appropriate size is utilized. 
 
DESCRIPTION  
This paper describes a method to create a high-resolution augmented reality 
viewer. This is achieved by combining the video projections from sixteen small 
video displays into one projection. This method uses the video projection 







The main configuration of this viewer is given below.  
The core projection mechanism in this method utilizes the projection combining 
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The entities in the configuration 
Entity one: 
The transparent structure which holds all the components in the configuration. 
Entity two: 
The left transparent structure which supports the entire structure 
Entity three: 
Top left beam splitter 
Entity four: 
Top right beam splitter 
Entity five: 
Bottom left beam splitter 
Entity six: 
Bottom right beam splitter 
Entity seven: 
Convex focusing lens of the top right optical system. 
Entity eight: 
Top right optical systemEntity nine: 
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Convex focusing lens of the bottom right optical system. 
Entity ten: 
bottom right optical system. 
Entity eleven: 
Convex focusing lens of the bottom left optical system 
Entity twelve: 
bottom left optical system 
Entity thirteen: 
Convex focusing lens of the top left optical system 
Entity fourteen: 
top left optical system 













The convex focusing 
lens 





holding all the 
components 
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the entities of the general bottom view diagram of the optical system are given 
below. 
Entity one: 
The top left video display 
Entity two:  
The top right video display 
Entity three: 
The bottom left video display 
Entity four: 
The bottom right video display 
Entity five: 
The top left reflector 
Entity six: 
The top right reflector 
Entity seven: 
The bottom left reflector 
Entity eight: 
The bottom right reflector 
Entity nine: 
The convex focusing lens of the optical system 
Entity ten: 
The transparent structure holding all the components 
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• The working method of the system is given below. 
 
The working methodology is structured into two parts. They are given below. 
Part one: 
How the general optical systems work 
Part two: 
How the main beam splitter configuration work  
 
 
• How the general optical systems work 
 
There are altogether four general optical systems in this configuration. Three of 
them are of identical size and the general optical system connecting to the top left 
beam splitter from the far left is larger in size than the other three. The objective 
of the general optical systems is to combine the projections from each of their four 
connected video displays into one projection and to provide that projection onto 
the main beam splitters after focusing. This is achieved in the following manner.  
 
The four video displays that is placed around the two-by-two reflector formation 
projects four video footages into the four reflectors. Each of the video screens 
projects its video footage into its corresponding reflector. The video displays with 














The top left video display projects its video footage into the top left reflector. 
Entity two:  
The top right video display projects its video footage into the top right reflector. 
Entity three: 
The bottom left video display projects its video footage into the bottom left 
reflector. 
Entity four: 
The bottom right video display projects its video footage into the bottom right 
reflector. 
 
• The reflector here could be any optical device which will reflects the light at 




The video displays with their corresponding reflectors are given by the diagram 
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• Each of the reflectors are configured(oriented) in the way that they reflect 
the video projection they received onto the convex focusing lens. (In the 
direction of the convex focusing lens). The two-by-two reflector array 
reflecting the combined video projection onto the convex focusing lens is 



















The convex focusing 
lens 





holding all the 
components 
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• How the main beam splitter configuration work  
 
After the convex focusing lens receive the combined video projections of the four 
video displays, will project that combined projection onto the corresponding 
(connected) main beam splitter. Each of the four general optical systems projects 
their corresponding combined video projections onto their corresponding main 
beam splitter. The four general optical systems with their corresponding main 
beam splitters are given below. 
 
 
• The top left general optical system projects its combined video projection 
onto the top left main beam splitter. 
• The top right general optical system projects its combined video projection 
onto the top right main beam splitter. 
• The bottom left general optical system projects its combined video 
projection onto the bottom left main beam splitter. 
• The bottom right general optical system projects its combined video 
projection onto the bottom right main beam splitter. 
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The four main beam splitters are configured (oriented) in such a way that they will 
reflect their received combined video projections towards the user’s eye. As a 
result of this configuration of the whole system the user will be able to view a 
virtually augmented image in the field of view where the image is a combination of 
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